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No

NIT Clause Reference Description Bidder's Query BYPL's Reply / Clarifications

1 SECTION- VI, PRICE BID PRICE BID - Price bid format has been revised which is attached herewith.

CORRIGENDUM- 5 Dated 12/04/2024
Bidders Queries & Clarifications
CMC/BY/23-24/RS/SvS/VK/36 Dated: 12.02.2024
Business Functions-II for Electricity Distribution Work in BYPLWork: 

Description
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Sr No Item UoM Estimated Qty Unit Value Total Amount
A) South East Circle

1

Monthly LS Charges of Business Activities including but not limited to 
Data Center, Disconnection, Customer Care, Energy Audit, 
Enforcement Videography etc. in South East Circle of BYPL as per 
Scope of Work

LS / 
Month

24

B)

1

Monthly LS Charges of Business Activities including but not limited to 
Data Center, Disconnection, Customer Care, Energy Audit, 
Enforcement Videography etc.. in  North East Circle of BYPL as per 
Scope of Work

LS / 
Month

24

C)

1

Monthly LS Charges of Business Activities including but not limited to 
Data Center, Disconnection, Customer Care, Energy Audit, 
Enforcement Videography etc. in Central Circle of BYPL as per Scope 
of Work

LS / 
Month

24

D)

1
Monthly LS Charges of Business Activities including but not limited to 
CMG, MMG, RCM, MLCC, Enforcement-surveillance, SCT etc. as per 
Scope of Work

LS / 
Month

24

NOTE:
1)

2)

3)

4) 

5) 

6)

7)

8)

9)

For monthly billing purposes, 100% bill amount along with taxes & duties as per actual work executed shall be paid. Monthly Billing and 
payment are subject to retention as per the retention policy of the company for retentions on any HR, statutory or other non-compliance 
w.r.t deployed manpower, vehicles or any other resources as per scope of work. The Bidder if selected /qualified shall submit a detailed 
undertaking as required for Bill processing and payment.

GRAND TOTAL -  (A+B+C+D)

Reverse Auction (RA) is mandatory.  RA methodology will be informed separately to all the qualified bidders prior to RA.  

GST @ 18%

SECTION- VI
PRICE BID

TOTAL (A)
GST @ 18%

SUB TOTAL (A)
North East Circle

TOTAL (B)
GST @ 18%

SUB TOTAL (B)
Central Circle

TOTAL (C)

SUB TOTAL (C)
Centralised Activities 

The price quoted above shall remain firm for the entire duration of the contract including the extension period, if any, except the following:    
a) Statutory labour compliances like increases in Minimum wages etc shall be reimbursed at actuals during the contract period, as 
applicable.    
b) In areas where minimum wage regulations do not apply, the bidder is required to conduct an annual assessment to ascertain suitable 
compensation for deployed resources. Subsequently, negotiations and agreements for reimbursement with the company shall be 
conducted separately.

TOTAL (D)
GST @ 18%

SUB TOTAL (D)

The unit price to be indicated should be exclusive of taxes & duties which are to be indicated in separate rows meant for the purpose.

Penalty shall be levied on the monthly payment of contractor on the basis of its performance on Key performance indicators mentioned in 
the Master Score Card and will be deducted from successive month's bill.

The bids will be evaluated commercially based on the total all-inclusive price quoted by the bidders. However, BYPL reserves the right to 
split the work and award the contract circlewise and centralized work to the successful bidder(s).  

The contract will initially be awarded for a duration of two years. The company reserves the right to extend the contract for an additional 
year, under the same terms and conditions, including commercials. However, any year-on-year (YoY) extension of the contract will be 
contingent upon the vendor's performance in the preceding year. The company's decision regarding the continuation or discontinuation of 
the contract will be final and binding.

The bidder shall quote the prices strictly in the above format / item description / content.  The bid shall be liable for rejection, if contractor 
fail to do so. If at any stage, the content is found to be changed from the given price format, the content as per the given price format will 
prevail and binding on the contractor.

The bidder needs to quote for all the line items as mentioned above; failing which the bids are liable for rejection.


